Development of the personality of boys in ancient India
Studying the psychology of human development, sometimes you can come across interesting facts about what are the ancient concepts of ethics
and morality. Images of the mythical heroes of the past – it's not just role models, but real concepts of education and personal development.
Of course, steeped in history, we primarily think about the Eastern culture, which has generated a lot of contradictory images.
However, Ancient China and Japanese civilization are not the only examples of a kind of spiritual condition and sources of inspiration researchers.
Ancient India is not only a storehouse of cultural and artistic heritage, but the cradle of the original concepts of education and development. The
identity of the hero of the Indian epos create a strong contrast with the social atmosphere of the time, however, despite this, occupy an important
place in the formation of spirituality and morality of this great nation.
Rama, one of the most famous characters of the Indian sagas, was an example of a truly moral man.
It is described at the same time is capable of military training and education, strong, proud, and at the same time friendly and gentle in
communication. His very personality has become a role model in the education.
However, it should be noted that the sharp division into castes has left its indelible mark on the concept of education and personal development. In
all his goodness, was necessary to comply with social etiquette, so, obviously, rejecting lower class people to a certain extent.
An Indian guru, or teacher, at first did not charge a fee for their services, but students were required to help their families on the farm. Thus, they
were taught humility and understanding of the value of knowledge that have been passed navigate to this website down to them orally.
The birth of Buddhism erased caste distinctions, because it is a doctrine accepted anyone regardless of their social status. Thus, the concept of
education and personal development, inspired by the mythology became more accurately be used in the education of the young generation.

